Positioning technology based on the sun's shadow is a method through the analysis of the sun's shadow change of object to determine the location of object. We can use our own shadow to positioning ourselves when there is no GPS. But how to estimate it? First of all, we need to use secondary polynomial fitting to fit the shadow's length of different time and then we can know the moment that shadow is shortest, which corresponds to Beijing time (the time in place where the east longitude 120 degrees).And we also learn that the shortest shadow's length of the time is 12 o 'clock in the noon local time. So we can measure the longitude according to the longitude of the difference. For the latitude, this method use exhaustive technique, combining with different times of the azimuth that we known, a measurement of the different latitude of the sun's azimuth change, as a benchmark, comparing with the given data by MATLAB. Finally, the latitude that change laws are same is what we need.
1. The earth's rotation speed is constant. 2. Ignore the dust in the air and the carbon dioxide to the sun's rays scattering and reflection. 3. Be measured objects are perpendicular to the surface. •Data fitting to determine the shadow length changes over time As far as we know, on the same day, with the increase of time, the shadow length get smaller before they are bigger, similar to the quadratic parabola, and shortest shadow appear on the noon. In order to know the time when the shortest shadow appears, we should get the whole curve of mathematical description. But we just know change of the shadow from 14:42 to 15:42. So we need first to fit given data to describe the whole curve and get time corresponding to lowest point.
Symbol description:
We use MATLAB curve fitting tool to fit and result are as follow: Figure 1 Curve fitting results Fitting parameters are shown in the following table： 
Latitude
Because we only know shadow length and Beijing time when we measured, and we don't know straight rod length and the declination of sun, we think the exhaustive method is adopted. We can substitute the rod length and latitude position one by one into the model. Through that, we can find shadow length in different latitude and different rod length. Comparing with given data, latitude that similarity is higher is requested.
•The calculation of the declination of sun and solar hour angle δ means the declination of sun, it can be found in the table of the declination, it can be also calculated by formula [ In a similar way, we can know the relationship between solar altitude h and latitude φ :
sinh sin sin cos cos cosT φ δ φ δ = + •Use MATLAB to solve it From the above analysis，we can know the relationship between and among solar altitude, latitude, declination of sun and solar hour angle. Declination of sun and solar hour angle can be obtained by exact date when we measured the shadow length. So we can test the latitude and rod length to exhaustion and get corresponding shadow. And then compared with the given data, latitude that shadow changes is consistent is requested. Here, we use MATLAB [2] to approximate latitude to seek the latitude that shadow changes calculated by iteration is equal to shadow known.
Results are as follows:
4 min/ t λ ∆ = ∆  Figure 2 The iteration results
Results
What we finally determine is as follows: [3] Longitude: 111°0＇51〞E Latitude: 17°N Error=4.4421％
Summary
In conclusion, we know that, we can use the length of the shadow to position ourselves on the earth. It provides a method to locate our own latitude and longitude when there is no GPS. And by the text of the models, know its accuracy is accurate. So it's a feasible method.
